
One tool to monitor and analyze Cisco WebEx. Easily 
grow adoption and optimize cost.

Identify active and inactive users by 
location, department, and more. Drill into 
meeting statistics and usage information 
to make better decisions about which 
WebEx features to purchase and deploy. 

Understand utilization trends across all 
users and to better allocate licensing. Track 
audio usage and incentivize lower cost 
options like VoIP. Finally, you'll be able to 
forecast and purchase e�ectively.

Simplify Grow Optimize
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Escape complexity and spreadsheet 
manipulation with one, powerful 
monitoring tool. Start getting more from 
your single or multi-vendor video 
investment with less e�ort. 



Online demo

Free trial

Problems we solve for you
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vAnalytics' pulls in data for every meeting, host and
participant. By using custom �lters and automated reports 
you can continuously evaluate and promote usage by 
leveraging powerful insights about what motivates or 
discourages your users. This means you can �nally understand 
how to distribute your video resources thanks to data that is 
easy to �nd and easy to use. 

Get back up to 80% of the time
you spend collecting, cleaning and

preparing data.

You’ll be able to analyze 28x more 
information than what Cisco WebEx 

provides out of the box. 

Vyopta customers report driving up
employee adoption by 95% without

adding capacity.

Grow adoption to maximize
productivity

vAnalytics simpli�es all of your video collaboration data into 
one, powerful dashboard. Your data will become more 
accurate and comprehensive while becoming easier view and 
put to good use. You'll be solving issues in seconds and 
generating custom reports that are easy to understand and 
share with other stakeholders in your company.

One tool for your entire 
environment

vAnalytics will empower you to identify critical trends around 
employee adoption, demand for technology, and capacity 
utilization. You'll get the most from your current assets, and 
ensure you never overspend or run out of resources. 

Optimize assets and scale
your investment e�ciently.

80% 28x 95%

vyopta.com/demo

vyopta.com/realtimetrial

E N D P O I N T  Q U A L I TY

Fast and easy deployment and onboarding

Customizable and automated sharing of reports

Detailed, interactive adoption metrics

Instant insights from uni�ed data set

Free support from video experts

Up to 7 years of secure data storage

Features

2x
Your employee
adoption rate


